
Category theory has been proposed as a new approach to the  deep 
problems
of modern physics, in particular quantization of General Relativity.
Category theory might provide the desired systematic approach to 
fuse
together the bundles of general ideas related to the construction of
quantum TGD proper. Category theory   might also have natural 
applications
in the general  theory of consciousness and   the theory of 
cognitive
representations.

\begin{enumerate}

\item  The ontology of quantum TGD and TGD inspired theory of 
consciousness
based on the trinity of geometric, objective and subjective 
existences
could be expressed elegantly using the language of  the category 
theory.
Quantum classical correspondence  might allow a mathematical 
formulation in
terms of structure respecting functors mapping the categories 
associated
with the three kinds of existences to each other. Basic vision is
following.

\begin{enumerate}

\item  Self hierarchy would have a functorial  map to the hierarchy 
of space-time
sheets and also WCW spinor fields reflect it. Thus the self
referentiality of conscious experience would have a functorial 
formulation (it is
possible to be conscious about what one {\it was} conscious).

\item  The inherent logic for category defined by Heyting algebra 
must be
modified in TGD context. Set theoretic inclusion would be replaced 
with the
topological condensation, which can occur simultaneously to several
space-time sheets.

\item  The category of light cones with inclusion as an arrow  
defining time
ordering appears naturally in the construction of the WCW
geometry and realizes the cosmologies within cosmologies scenario. 

\item In zero energy ontology (ZEO), which emerged many years after
writing the first version of this chapter, causal diamonds (CDs) 
defined in terms



of intersection of future  and past directed light-cones form a 
category with
arrow identified as inclusion.  

\item The preferred extremals would form a category if the proposed 
duality
mapping associative (co-associative) 4-surfaces of imbedding space 
respects
associativity (co-associativity). The duality would allow to 
construct
new preferred extremals of K\"ahler action.

\end{enumerate}

\item  Cognition is categorizing and category theory suggests itself 
as a tool
for understanding cognition and self hierarchies and the abstraction
processes involved with conscious experience.

\item  Categories possess inherent generalized logic based on set 
theoretic
inclusion which in TGD framework is naturally replaced with 
topological
condensation: the outcome is quantum variants for the notions of 
sieve,
topos, and logic.   This suggests the possibility of geometrizing 
the logic
of both geometric, objective and subjective existences and perhaps
understand why ordinary consciousness experiences the world through 
Boolean
logic and Zen consciousness experiences universe through three-
valued
logic. Also the right-wrong logic of moral rules and beautiful-ugly 
logic
of aesthetics seem to be too naive and might be replaced with a more
general quantum  logic.

\end{enumerate}


